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The Center For Excellence in @ Kennesaw State 

\olmm' ~J. \mn!wr 2. 

Richard Skinner. PrcsiclcnL Clayton State College 
Effcrptsfimn K emote Addrl:'ss at the GemRia Conference 

on College and Unh•l:'rsitv 7eaclzing, April 1996 

rast f)ecemhl:'I; John Lancaster wrote in the 
New Yorker of a plethora of books appl:'iir-

tlwr bore the title "The End of:..," as in 
Peter Wcmf's The End of Evolution, .lerc111v 
Rifkin 's The End of Work, and Simon 
Garfield's The End of Innocence. 
lAincastcr noted thar we haFc 11 special at

tach men/ to millennia~ "epochs when 
pcop/c believe that the world (or at least the 
world with which thcv arefi1111iliar) is com-

to an end." 

Many in higher education sense (and 

some proclaim loudly) that \VC arc nearing 

the end of one age in higher education and 

arc ahout to cmhark upon a new era. For 

some. this occasions much remorse. if only 
because the coming age seems so novel and 

so much more uncertain and threatening than 

the unc we have lived through. 

I come to you with a modest suggestion. 

that we think about the future of college 

teaching hy looking to the experiences of 

other professions that have undergone. arc 
undergoing and \\ill undergo similar types 

of trans formations as arc frequently prc

diL'tcd for ours. The analogies arc stretched. 

hut I ask that you indulge me in considering 

the transitions or. as those who have experi

enced these changes suggest. the abrupt and 
radical departures that ha\'c con1c to son1c 

sectors of contemporary American life and 

the roles of the people in those sccturs. 

You all remember the hanks of your 

childhood: the imposing marble and gran

ite monuments that occupied prominent sites 

in downtowns of every major city and small 

town. They opened at 9 a.m., closed at noon 

Monday through Friday, reopened at 2 p.m .. 

except on Wednesdays, when they closed for 
the rest of the day. 

Developments of the last few years have 

had profound impact on the banking indus

try. Stand-alone hranch hanks arc closing 

while grocery stores arc rapidly becoming 

favored locations for branches. 

The parallels between the banking in

dustry and higher education may not he 

readily apparent. but indulge me. Colleges 

and universities were housed in bucolic set

tings with lush grounds and structures of 

architectural significance. They operated 

mostly in fall. winter and spring, and on a 
four-and-one-ha! f day schedule. Classes 
tonk place at fixed times and in set places. 

Consider also the centrality of teaching and 

faculty in higher education. Even in com

munity colleges teaching, not learning. held 

priority. 

This is not to suggest that higher educa

tion. any more than hanking. has foiled lll 

Conti1111cd on :?3 

Wt~ are, A Community 
of Learners 

Lana Wachniak, 
Crntcr for Excdlcncc in 
Teaching and Learning 

Kennesaw St.ate lJnivcrsit y 

Students, classrooms and 
pedagogies have changed since 
we began our educational odys
seys. The accouterments of 
higher education are rapidly 
changing, but the reason we 
entered this profession remains 
the same: we want to teach 
and we want our students to 
learn. The reality is that teach
ers must keep learning to keep 
students learning. 

The strong participation of 
colleagues in the university sys
tem at the recent Georgia Con
ference on College and Univer
sity Teaching, held at 
Kennesaw State University, re
flected our commitment to both 
teaching and learning. Partici
pants in the conference repre
sented 27 institutions of higher 
education. An examination of 
the session evaluations indi
cated to me that the informa
tion discussed at the conference 
needed to be shared with a 
larger audience of teachers who 
are committed to their profes
sion. This issue of Reaching 
Through Teaching was written 
by colleagues who presented 
their ideas, phiiosophies and 
strategies at the teaching con
ference. • 
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Team 

Kennesaw State 
Deborah Roebuck, had met of 

tried his rec-

went 

casts the instructor in the role of class architect: 
cstablish

class activities for mas
of concepts. The role shifts from the expert dis-

also 
within work groups and then among all 
the 
parameters 
ered to use individual and group skills 

benefit of team 
individual responsibility for learning. 

However. as the instructor!' m not yet 
my role 

among groups and 

view, the great 
identifies and reinforces 

small groups but much less with the whole class. The first time l 
tried this I went to sec team 

the quarter and confided that 
She assured me that very 

information to the designer setting up a structure that 
enables students to learn. This shift redefines the student role as tcct. 

Still. after fifteen years and all those beautiful ]ee
l feel more comfortable as an actor than as an archi-

well (more about that later). Team learning involves the use of the 
instructional activity sequence: 

individual study of assigned reading material 
individual RAT-Readiness Assessment Test (multiple 
choice. scored during the group test) 
group RAT (same questions as individual test, scored im-

instructor feedback in response to 
instructor's perception of issues on which additional 
is needed 

group and individual activities. 
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Michaelsen is right that making this kind of change in teaching 
methods required "a tremendous leap of faith"' for both my stu
dents and me. rm grateful for the students who took the leap with 
me and continue to suspend their doubts and try new ways. I wish 
the amount of work this approach requires from me was more ap
parent to my students; some complain that since I lecture very little 
I'm not "teaching.·• l wouldn't recommend that a new instructor try 
this before becoming very comfortable with course material and 

a lot of confidence in his/her ability to think on her feet and 
adapt. Team learning may be especially appropriate and effective 
for OB because the method enacts so much of the course material. 
Whether it would translate wholly to other subjects. I'm not sure. 
Y\lhat I have learned tcan1 is this: students learn far 

more from what they do than from what I do. • 

II 
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an role in 
influence of stress and in students 

learners. It has been shown that collabo-
decentralizes the role of the teacher, allows students to intcr

with each other and to become active in an environment and 
of their own creation. At the recent Georgia Conference 

and Teaching, the two models of collabora
fcaturcd new approaches proven successful in build-

sclf-confidence while the students' oral and 

The oral proficiency model entitled, "Parlcz-vous-francais: The 
Cocktail as an Interactive Communicative was a 
video of students practicing their oral skills outside of 
the classroom in a situation of collaboration. The oral exer-
cise involves a collaborative team of faculty, staff. and students. 
Kennesaw State College's willing, diverse French-speaking com-

makcs it possible for students to practice their skills in an 
authentic atmosphere. Students sip their at the cocktail party 
and circulate among the French-speaking in the 
of and in other disciplines: in Political Sci-
ence, Michele Zebich-Knos: in Art, Susan 

Dcwi Wilson: 

students at the beginning and intermediate level. Students earn 
points by talking to five people and getting their signa

tures (students sometimes receive an evaluative comment) on a five 
six card. Students in the beginning courses arc more inhibited 

than the intermediates at first, but based on the following evalua
tion of a I 02 student, the sociable nature of the event, amd the free
dom it provides in letting the student take risks eradicate to a large 
degree their uneasiness. "Several of my friends knew of my anxiety 
going into Thursday and called me later that day to sec how it went. 
They were very surprised to hear me speaking ecstatically about 
the whole experience. The cocktail party has convinced me to take 
other French courses.'' 

The emphasis that the cocktail p:rrty places on teach-
ing and learning and practicing oral communication skills should 

3 

While the the target Ian-
of other skills in the target lan

guage is essential if the level of oral is to It is 
with this concern in mind that a collaborative model for reading 
was developed. The reading proficiency model entitled "You Know 
More Than You Think You Know: A Collaborative Model for Read
ing in Spanish," was an activity designed to encourage students to 
approach reading as an active process between the reader and the 
text and between students. Hopefully this approach will demon
strate more clearly to students how to be "'top-down" readers rather 
than "bottom-up" readers. "Bottom up" readers tend to look up ev
ery word and have high levels of frustration. "'Top-down" readers 
look for clues in the reading to help them discover with
out relying on dictionaries. Such readers arc more likely 
to want to continue to read. 

The reading activity is divided into three stages. The tools nec
essary for the activity arc transparencies, transparency pens, and a 
reading document that is totally authentic in form and presentation. 
The first stage of the activity is devoted to a search of cognates in 
the reading. Students arc divided into groups of two or three, given 
a transparency page and pen, and asked to place the cognates on the 
page in the exact location that they arc found in the reading. The 
placement of the cognates is to ensure that students un
derstand the importance of the contextualized of the word. 
Students who focus only on the cognate, and not on the cognate 
and its location, arc not developing good "top down" reading strat-
cgics. 

The same process is followed with stage two and three of the 
activity. In stage two students arc encouraged to discuss and then 
place words that they recognize from their own previous exposure 
to the language. In stage three students arc allowed to use the dic
tionary to look up the meaning for two or three words in the docu
ment. Thus this activity tries to discourage excessive dictionary 
use and demonstrates to the students that they arc able to obtain a 
significant amount of information from a document without look
ing up every word. 

The two models described arc part of an on-going process to 
provide innovative activities and to contribute to the research on 
the acquisition of a second language. Student responses to these 
models affirm the value of collaborative activities for reduction of 
stress. • 



crs. 
Since our classrooms I()<!( to 20'7' international 

enrollment. these cross language exercises expose stu-
dents to new verbal codes. Our collaborative efforts arc then fruit
l'ul because these exercises and our courses to 

students an that lecture formats do not 

Over the span of four 

with students: a 
a Who's Who Exercise. a Short SkiL and A Proverb 

Exercise. Of the four exercises. the most successful was the short 

skit wriHen and We will n its 

3. 

here. 

of the skit: Spanish students developed a 
short 15 minute skit. During instructions. we explain the 
basic clements of a plut which includes conflict, rising 

tension. and resolution. 
Plot structure and cnnflict: For the skit, students 
decided that a female tead1cr would have a crush on a 

male student. 
tension: When the female students too much 

the of the teacher's affections. 

4. Resolution came about when it was revealed 

that the teacher \Vas love with the male student. who 
was in love with another student. The teacher had in vain 
"killed." "killed." the female students. The clincher 

when the audience learns that 
the paramour of the male student is another of his own 

While the skit was in progress. Communication students made 
notes ahout the structure, characters' names, and events of each 

scene. At the close of the skit, the Communication students. in 
groups, wrote short about the conflict and resolu
tion. Those groups who were accurate in their assessments were 

extra credit 

used to record not the skit hut the 
session that followed. Then. too. the Spanish 

students later had a chance to sec and hear themselves using Span
ish. 

Comments from writers and actors: well worth the effort: 
to sec reactions from our actions; fun diversion from regular 

classtime: was fun; felt more 
in 

Comments from communication students: fun hearing words 
we could realize now how important non-

to listen to Spanish. interested now 

m surprised at how much we could understand. 

Crossing disciplines is not only enjoyable for students; we as 
enjoy the activity immensely. We would encourage doing 

this exercise in smaller groups (less than 15) of Spanish speakers to 
avoid If there arc more than 15 students. divide them 
into l\VO or more groups with each group writing and performing a 
skit. Also. it is hcst to survey the non-Spanish class of students first 
to determine which students know Spanish. For those students who 
arc already very familiar with Spanish. we suggest putting them 
into their own group and them more goals in the assignment. 

it is that we rcviard all students participating with 
either letter or extra credit. We want to remind readers how-

out: there have to he clear goals or objec-
tivcs in mind instructors when the disciplines. • 



is a difficult situation ror many students to conrrnnt. Hmvever. this anxi-
is considered an excellent strategy. as well as. an evalu-

Somc students in the Kennesaw State 
and 

crnnputer skills: learn time management: 
to master essential information. The computer assisted system. 

students in the computer science at Kennesaw State. was a 
to these ends. 

for development of the new testing sys-
studcnts in the classroom situation. (2) 

Classroom neither allowed for di ffcrcnces in rates of learning among students. 
nor did it foster self directed, independent learning that is particularly desirable in the 
nursing program. (3) The registered nurses licensing examination (NCLEX) is ex

clusively administered on a computer. Students need to experience taking tests via 
computer to overcome their fear of technology. Some students. with no experience in 
the use of computers, were particularly concerned ahout their ahility lo cope with 
taking their licensing examination successfully. (4) A more efficient, time saving 
method of assessing learning was needed. Group classroom testing takes great amounts 
of time lo prepare. type, administer, grade, review with students, report. and record 
scores. 

The initial step toward computer testing hegan as a project of computer science 
students. Computer science students were asked to develop a testing system that would 
administer, grade and report scores to each student on the computer. Easy access to 
the test hank for updating or adding test items was also a requirement in the initial 
phases of development. 

The program created generated a ten-item drug calculation test for each student. 
Questions were randomly generated to avoid students receiving the same exam. Stu
dents completed exams as they felt prepared lo do so, during the quarter. The campus 
computer !ah, which offers long hours each day and on the weekend, served as a 
central location for students to complete their exam. Student identifications were 
checked hcforc they were allowed to take the test in the computer !ah. Students were 
required to leave all hooks and papers outside the lab and to avoid any conversation 
during testing. The test results were reported to the student on the computer monitor 
upon completion. The professor was given the testing disk lo download all results to 
the program grade hook. 

Students were quite pleased with the independence that was provided through 
such testing. They were appreciative of hcing ahle to determine their own learning 
and testing times. Students reported feeling more secure with computers and less 
anxious about testing. The time saved by students and professor was also an advan
tage. 

Future developments include crealini.: such a testing system for all tests in a nurs
ing course. This requires many questions in the test hank in order to assure that each 
student receives different exam. Installation of the program on the network will also 
save lime and effort. 

The successes of sci f directed tcsti ng in the School of Nursing have been evident 
through the evaluations from students and a high passing rate among students on this 
test. It has led to the achievement of sl'vcral outcomes and a method of assessment of 

in students. Moreover. this system of testing has provided the opportunity 
for students lo assess their own learning and understanding of information and to 
make their own decisions pertaining to their education. • 
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science course he delivered to students via iivc-bmadcast tclcvi-
sion '1 fall quarter 1995 and quarter 1996. the lecture 

quarter course sequence in 
of 

aids associated with the chosen textbook. Fair use 
lowed 

The lecture of the sequence was on the college schedule in two ways: as a 
studio course on site at FCTV studio for those students the course live at that 

location who live outside the hroadcast and as a telecoursc which could be 
viewed at home in the broadcast area or at the main campus for students with other courses 
there. or from Student enrollment totaled 31. The ahove-listed "at-

were 

way to learn was 
students were tremendously helpful and encouraging as 
tinual basis. We experimented with several avenues for visual 
dents were quick to tell us which ones worked and which ones did not. 

This mechanism of course delivery is not necessarily better or worse than the typical 
on-campus delivery. It is DIFFERENT The arc numerous. The technol
ogy itself brings the possibility of greater visual stimulus for the student. We were able to 
generate demonstrations with lab materials, from on-site dem-
onstrations. and "teasers" from existing software in order to encourage the stu-

material on reserve in the The students were 
as well as the flcxihility of that fits with 

their schedules. (Procrastination is a pitfall. howcver 1) 

The success of this educational venture is still heing evaluated. Two-thirds of the first 
group finished with a C or better grade. Six students from another teacher's class used 

segments of the FCTV class, and an unknown number of others viewed the 
FCTV class at home in order to supplement their study. Many community members com
mented upon catching the class by "channel surfing." 

ls such a class worth the e!Tort'1 Yes. yes, yes. The product can be used in several ways 
to help students have more educational access: as college-by-cassette, repeat broadcast. in 
the library to cover absences of either student or teacher, or as tutorials. In facL presently 
I have -+I students representing 12 counties enrolled in the format. 
Docs this class design lead to the replacement of teachers'? No. no. nu. Rather. it can be 
used to free teachers to other creative efforts. while expanding enrollment. 

For more information about FCTV. contact Carla Patterson. Director or Extended Lcarn
HalL P.O. Box 1864. Rome GA 30162: (V) 706-802-5300: (F) 

(c1' hcri tagc. fc.pcachnet.edu. 
For more information about the Anatomy and 

Callan, Division of Science, Math. and PE. Floyd 
30162- i 86-L 1callau (a' fc 

tclecourse. contact Leigh W. 
P.O. Box 1864, Rome GA 

I 



,Joshua Du, 
Kennesaw Stale Univcrsily 

Mari Geewax's column in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution stated: 
new hy the White House ·s Council of Economic Advisors shows that over the past 
two years. more than two-thirds of all the full-time jobs created were high-paying. reward-

workers with more than the current median wage of a week.'' The article also 
pointed out that "the study is being touted as evidence the U.S. economy is healthy be
cause it keeps producing high-paying jobs. But unless our educational system is preparing 
enough people to take those jobs, we 're headed for trouble." 

As educators, we must give our students every possible advantage to face the demands 
of the high technology joh market. I always rememher that one of the national goals or 
education is the pursuit of world class mathematics in the next century. I feel that this is 
the historic task of my generation of teachers. This is the commitment and promise we 
must make for our next generation and future. 

The student population at Kennesaw State University can be roughly divided into two 
groups: recent high school graduates and older students who have hccn out of high school 
for a numher of years. Students from the first group arc young and energetic. They have 
grown up in this high technology era. They are cager to study new technologies and expect 
to work in the high technology market. Students from the second group arc relatively 
mature and experienced people. Many of them are professionals. They may come to 
Kennesaw State to improve their professional level or to seek a second profession. Some 
of them used to work. or still work, in low skilled johs. Ohviously, they come to our 
college to get a modern education so that they can turn their joh prospects around. After 
graduation, they expect to work in high-skillcdjohs. They ask us to teach them in the most 
effective way. This is the demand from the community to us. 

The technological environment on the campus of Kennesaw State University is helter 
than ever he fore. There arc many computer experts in hoth software and computer hard
ware among our faculty mcmhers. I also realize that many of our students are professional 
computer technicians and users. Our computer lahoratorics provide faculty memhers and 
students excellent facilities and services. The Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learn
ing and the Faculty Professional Development Committee and many other administrafr, c 
offices offer all possihlc support to faculty mcrnhcrs in developing their professions to 
meet the new challenges and in helping students to use technology in their studies and 
research. 

The mathematics tcxthooks we use arc well cstahlishcd and have heen tested for many 
years. Generally speaking, they arc very good. traditional and suitahle for our students. 
On the other hand. I realize that some of them have not rellectcd the rapid change and 
development of computer technology. Some of them do include and use new technology 
in their contents. However. implementing this new technology in the classroom is a hig 
challenge for our teachers. Ohviously most of us did not study this new technology when 
we were students. The facility which we have and which we can afford will never he ahlc 
to completely catch up to the rapid changes of high technology. 

Last year I initiated the idea of using professional software to teach pre-calculus and 
calculus with graphic visualization. I really appreciate and enjoy The Ruic of Three for 
teaching mathematics: analytically. geometrically and numerically. r helievc that, at least 

(J fl 
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The content and structure of the studcnt
dircctcd methods course flowed from a set 
of core about learners with disabili
ties which includes: "'Learners learn best 
from about which arc pas-

and students learn more cf
whcn allowed a sense of owner

ship about what learn (Adelman & Tay
lor. 1993: Deci & Chandler, 1986 ). The 
course emphasized that current learning is 
dependent on prior learning experiences, i.e. 
experiential learning requires that skill and 
process instruction be integrated with infor
mation that matches the desires, interests and 
experiences of the student. Instruction that 
incorporates such commonly uses 
thematic units or and the 

connection between education 
and personal experience." 1963, 
p.25). 

Students in this experimental methods 
course were typically teachers who were 
already working in classes for pupils with 
learning disabilities. Each time the student
directed course was the instructor 
started by the teachers to describe the 
pnmary characteristics of students with 

disabilities with whom they 
worked. For the fi vc sections of the course 
taught over two years. data indicated that 
their perceptions of students with learning 
disabilities remained constant-low motiva
tion, impulsive, dependent. poor self-con
cept, isolated, frustrated, and immature. In
terestingly. these were terms which de
scribed social/emotional attributes rather 
than any academic or learning-related char
acteristic. The teachers were then asked to 
describe what they considered to be their 
own most memorable school experience. 
After these experiences were recorded for 
all to read, the students extracted those com
mon threads which were apparent. These 
were also consistent for students from course 

memory of work that was ex-

which moved out 
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which there often was 
These common clements of memorable ex-

wcre identified across the 
sections and each quarter were re

corded for future reference. 
These "'memorable moments" were also 

tied back to the learner characteristics which 
the teachers had just described. What im
pacL for example, docs doing work that is 
seen as excellent have on aspects of appear
ing to be frustrated or seeming to have a low 
self-concept or how docs working 
collaboratively impact being isolatcd'1 Fi
nally, the teachers were presented with the 
course objectives and asked what they could 
do to meet the set of required 
the department and the state's Teacher Cer
tification Test in Learning Disabilities, while 
allowing for those clements common in the 
memorable experiences. If the course was 
to be most effective. it was necessary that it 
reflect those clements of'"memorablc school 
moments" which they had already identified, 
i.e., excellence, experiential, hands-on, and 
collaborative, with public recognition. 

Through brainstorming, negotiation and 
voting, a set of activities would be estab
lished for each class which would allow the 
teachers to demonstrate meeting each objec
tive as well as addressing clements of memo
rable experiences. This was described to the 
teachers as the cornerstone of the course, 
because if the course was to be effective, it 
needed to include the hands-on. experien
tial activities that had been identified as com
prising memorable school moments. 

The negotiated requirements and activi
ties selected by the teachers were amazingly 
consistent-whether due to subtle guidance 
from the instructor or from a unique homo
geneity of students, For example. no group 
of teachers ever selected having a test as a 
means of documenting having mastered 
course objectives. Likewise, all groups chose 
to do a teaching project in which they would 
demonstrate the application of teaching prin
ciples. Although cooperative work was an 
option for demonstrating meeting objectives, 
none of the classes opted to do group 
projects, All opted instead for doing indi
vidual teaching projects with their students 
in which they would document the knowl
edge and skills required by the course re
quirements. 

The major part of the class sessions dur
ing the first two weeks of our ten week quar
ters were spent brainstorming, discussing, 
voting. and ultimately deciding on how to 
handle various aspects of the course. Typi-



to do" was the ohscrvation at the items hased on research on effective instruc-
t he 

efficient for self-moti- Teachers indicated their 

moved toward its conclusion. 
At the end of the course 

cussed the manner in which the course op

erated and students' reactions to it. 
their reactions were almost identical across 

The teachers that 
having into how 

evaluated. On the other hand, 
a sense of frustration ahout the 

amount of time required to make group de
cisions and anxiety over the lack of 
defined expectations about and 
activities presented the instructor at the 
heginning of the course. "Just tell us what 
to do and we'll do it" was the complaint. 

Teachers noted that the course 
was "helpful" and "interesting" hut that 

the limited time available for the 
course, the process was and in
efficient. "We just never got as much done 

was sent to those teachers who 
the "student-directed" ver

sion of methods course in learning dis
ahilities in an effort to evaluate the relative 

of 
constructed with two 

of items: items hased on ele-
of a student-directed hascd 

ahout their own pupils with 
disahilities (lack of independence. 

etc.) and items which reflected a 
teacher-directed focus hased on empirically 

validated principles of instruction (e.g .. in
struct ion follows a specific procedure, 

Christenson, Thurlow, 1989). 
The former students were asked to indi

cate the extent to which student-directed and 
teacher-directed approaches provided for 
each of the aspects of instruction listed on 
the survey a rating of 5 through I 

effective to not effective). A total of 
30 former teachers responded to the sur

a 4()1/c return rate. As might he 

respondents rated a student-di
rected approach somewhat higher for items 
based in concerns about a student-directed 

developing student indepen
dence, and motivation) and a 
teacher-directed emphasis rated higher for 

l llow 1•1lerliH' is stmh•nl-dh'l'<'h'd instruction i11 
2. How t•ffrrti-n• is stud(•nHlh'<'fh'd insh·m·Uon in promoling 

mnong slml1•1Hs'? :uu; 
3. llow el'frrl iw is I eacher-din•1·1 ed inst rnfl ion in 

3.a:J 
-t. How t'lfrrl he is I earher-dil'('fi ed inst me Ihm in t•Hicit•nll~ 

uw wol'k? :na 

intention to use more of a student-directed 
their own students the fu-

ture. • 
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Thurlow. (I Critical instruc-
tional factor for students with mild 
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The importance of motivation for the fu
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E. (1987). pro-
grams in special education: Arc many 
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53, 555-561. 
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learning process: Implications for the 
field of learning disabilities. Journal of 
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science 
and implement non-traditional 

science for students. 
project. partially funded an NSF curriculum 

grew out of attempts to enhance the and 
value of science instruction the non-science at KSC and 
to better coordinate the core science with KSU's gcn-

We have focused two non-
traditional student-centered 
instruction. This report concerns our instructional methods. We 

to report later on the content 
Our to instruction has been to minimize lectures and 

to use essentially all class time in group work on structured activi
ties. The primary criterion we have used in and evaluat
ing an activity is whether it facilitates authentic learning. The ac
tivities arc designed to help the student construct an operational 

of a block of scientific 
the student 
skills. 

decisions about real-world scientific issues and 
skills. 

The activities we have four basic formats: 

This format requires individuals or groups 
to complete carefully designed work sheets that facilitate the sys
tematic construction of explanations for observations made 
laboratories, demonstrations. or other data collecting exercises. For 
example. the students arc aided in coming to a basic 
of entropy by constructing an explanation for 
when two pieces of metal attached to it arc 
water with different temperatures and stops when the water is mixed. 
Another is an exercise where the students 
standing of the basics of natural selection 
less flies flies 

to 

three standard work 
sheets. 

is used for journal 

to and evalu-
ate the clements evaluate the author's analy
sis. and to make a decision about whether to accept the conclu-
sions. A second work sheet. an of a reading, is used when 
the is an essay, editorial, or piece designed to con-
vince the reader to accept a or interpretation. The 
students arc asked to identify what the author is really saying, ana-

the arguments in the article for bias. accuracy, and thorough
ness. and to decide whether to accept the author's The 
third work sheet an of claim. used when the reading is 
an advertisement. a report of an or observation, or an 
article a scientific claim. arc asked to identify the 
claim, and evaluate the evidences. decide whether 
the claim violates scientific principles. about what other 
explanations and decide whether to accept or reject 
the claim. 

In this format, natural situations arc modeled in ways 
that allow the students to vary parameters and the results. 
One is a simulation of the of a disease through a 
population in which the students the effects of 
the numbers of infected individuals and/or the 
of become infected after a contact. Another example is a simula
tion of the impact of for food on a population in which 
students investigate the effects of varying the method of food gath
ering and/or reproductive rates. 

Examples of how we have used this format include having stu-
dents develop and class presentations. construct World Wide 
Web presentations. and instructional displays. 

Our assessments of the courses these activities, Science 
115 and Science l l 6. have been We have done prc-
and of student attitudes toward science and of sci
ence process skills. In both assessments. we have demonstrated 

of science 
science process skills. 

skills. and 



culminates ll'ilh the creation 
hmchure. 

the husincss st11dent mav he asked a manager to 

create vears now. 

As need to or Business 

course in such a way as to expose the student to the business 

environment. This captures the immediate interest and ensures the 

ultimate success of our students. To this, the quarter/ 

semester focuses on the student\ research of a This 

research leads the individual the of a resume. a stock chart. 

a husiness letter. an oral 

I first ask my Business 

of ahstracts and minutes. 

or corporate in-house 

chart the market stock for three months' time 

how to read the newspaper stock charts and will to do 

extensive research on that Various resources arc used for this rc-

business sources such as and S Prcdicasts. 

Manual. and the Business Periodicals Index. The student will learn 

infonnation about the company: size and leadership: 

and service lines: financial past. present, and future: in-house 

lions: organization: plans for the future: and. benefits for 

Each student learns how to do research 

library and review research 

cards. and 

an oral presentation on the 

of a 
note and biblio-

All the for the semester lead up to the final. project for 

the end of the term-the creation of a or brochure of at least 2000 
words. After thinking carefully about what the particular audience needs to 

know. the student will integrate a pamphlet with sections including the history 

of the corporation and/or any of the following sections: financial history, prod

ucts and services. company organization, company benefits, and future plans. 

The assignments that lead to the final product arc highlighted below: 

• Student's resume 

• The company's stock chart 

• Business letter to the corporation asking for information: company 

history, in-house publications, benefits. etc. 

• The telephone interview 

• Proposal for the Pamphlet 

• Article on the history of the corporation, with complete documentation 

• :vlemo concerning the proposed Pamphlet 

• Abstract of a business periodical article on the corporation 

• Minutes of a departmental meeting on the Pamphlet 

• An oral presentation on the corporation 

• The Pamphlet 

Throughout the term, the student is writing other short supplemental pa

pers concerning progress of the research. all of which will be critiqued by the 

teacher and revised by the student. 

I out to my students that this kind of research. at least in a truncated 

necessary for every student about to interview with a company 

for any kind of Each applicant has twenty interview 

that rep: his or her obvious extensive of the 

would indeed be 
forms of this curriculum as a semester course for 

business as a part of the freshman course, and even to 

Joint Enrollment school seniors. In my pragmatic 
into the business world of for all of these groups. 

I 

I 



in Dr. Maudinc 

with the curriculum in historical times 
factors that influenced them enabled the 

that arc made in the 

the historical of the curriculum l 890: 
The Transformation Era. 1890- 930: The Period of 
Profcssionalization. 1930-1960: and Recent Times, 1960-Prcscnt 

and John selected The 

assumed the role of a school teacher from l 890-1930, and John 
his real-life as an and second-

ary student in the Post-Sputnik Era. 
Below arc examples of excerpts from and John's jour-

nals, which demonstrate their know ledge of the curriculum changes 
in the selected periods. 

15, 1892-
1 am so proud. roll has increased two since l 890. 
I have twelve students now. Earlier this year a group 
called the Committee of Ten was appointed the Na
tional Education Association. They have decided that all 
secondary subjects, the classics, science. English. math
ematics. and social studies should be given the same at
tention. I like this idea. Until now. so much emphasis 
has been placed on the classics because that is what we 
learned from Europe years ago. Since technology is tak-

off, we need to rcdccidc what is more useful in today's 
world. This is ! 9th century America. not ancient Grcccc 1 

Also. the Committee of Fifteen on Elementary Educa
tion was appointed. I agree with them in that elementary 
education should he more experiential and not so for
mal. Goodness, we need more students. These little ones 
arc still babies. We can help them cognitively 

their imaginations. not drilling books of 
trivial facts into their heads. It is no wonder they don't 
want to come to school. 



with one of their senses. (One of the char
acteristics of a base is that it reacts with an 
acid to produce a salt and water.) 

A qualitative diagram of the pH scale 
is presented to the class which tics in pH 
with the discussion of acids/bases 
and the candy taste test. The tart or sour 
taste of acids is once again emphasized and 

It has been my that a lecture the class is asked to rank the 
becomes more meaningful when students 
use as many of their five senses as possible. 
A lecture-demonstration session requires 
about 35 minutes and is a good way to in
troduce the acid/bases and pH topic in fresh
man chemistry. 

The presentation starts off with a couple 
of transparencies listing the characteristics 
of acids. The students quickly realize that 
one of the characteristics of an acid is that it 
tastes sour or tart. Two bags of candy arc 
then distributed to the class. The first bag 
of candy is Kisses which contains 
no citric acid while the second bag is Gummi 
Savors which docs contain citric acid. A 
transparency listing the ingredients of each 
type of candy is shown to the class while 
the candy is being passed around. The stu
dents arc encouraged to read the ingredients 
while they taste both types of candy. The 
conclusion that the students arc expected to 
reach is that the Gummi Savors taste tart 
because citric acid has been added; essen
tially, students taste one of the characteris
tics of an acid. 

After the candy taste test, the character
istics of bases are discussed. At this point, 
an acid is placed into a test tube and stu
dents are asked to touch the bottom of the 
test tube and afterwards, a base is added to 
the test tube and once again students touch 
the test tube. The students will feel that the 
test tube is getting warm-evidence of a 
chemical reaction. Once again students wit
ness the characteristics of acids and bases 

1.3 

juices in terms of how sour they are: or
ange, grapefruit, lime and lemon. Once 
again students are given the opportunity to 
use their sense of taste by tasting the or
ange and grapefruit juice. While students 
arc tasting the juices, the instructor mea
sures the pH of the four juices and lists them 
on a transparency. Students then realize that 
the more sour lemon and lime juices have a 
lower pH than the less sour orange juice. 

As a final part of this presentation, 
buffer solutions are introduced. A trans
parency showing the main characteristic of 
a buffer solution (which is that the buffer 
solution resists changes in pH when an acid 
or base is added) is shown to the class. Stu
dents arc then asked to gather around the 
pH meter with pencil and paper in hand. 
The instructor then measures the pH of30.0 
mL of distilled water (the pH may be around 
4.5 to 5.()) and then one drop of a 3.0 molar 
hydrochloric acid is added to the water and 
the pH is remeasured. A drop of 1-2 pH 
units should occur. The instructor must 
emphasize that the water is not a buffer so
lution~ therefore it experienced a huge drop 
in pH when the acid was added. This ex
periment is then repeated with buffer solu
tion (the pH of the buffer solution should 
be as close to the pH of the pure water as 
possible.). A drop of 0.1 pH units should 
occur. Once again the main characteristic 
of a chemical definition is brought alive. 
One bonus to this procedure is that students 
can learn how to use a pH meter. • 



Picture this: middle 

the content and instructional for an 
methods class. The a theme to which 
concepts of their disciplines apply. construct a plan 

to address this theme with the group of students enrolled in 
the course. This class will be attended and team-taught all four 

who will later teach the content of their 
to smaller groups of the same students. If you were an 
observer in the session described above. you iden-

the as or collaborative teach-
You might attest that all of the contributed knowl-

areas of and that the selected 
utilized the various teaching and talents 

of the team members. If asked. you would guess that 
such planning would require a lot of time to work out ideas and 
comprmrnses the themes that should be addressee! and 
the best ways to effective learning 

Since the middle school concept is grounded in team effort and 
such a situation is not unusual 

of a middle school. the 

demands on the time of col-

at the college level. However. 
and Middle Grades Education at 

Kennesaw State have brought the interdisciplinary team-
model of the middle school into the college classroom. 
Professors from language <U1s. math, social studies. and sci-

ence collaborate in the planning and teaching of the of 
Subjects methods courses to middle edu-

The TOSS experience serves as a precursor to stu-
dent teaching, students to integrate their content and pcda-

knowledge and apply it to a field-based practice. Students 
enrolled in the TOSS courses meet as a hlfge group twice a week to 
learn about the central themes identified by the Ex
amples of themes addressed include 
classroom management. and authentic assessment. ln addition to 
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rn>~nrn•<> in team tcach

coop
nature of the effort has fostered 

between and among the pro
fessors and students and has enabled everyone to see the natural 

a common language 
can more fa-

makc con-

matched 
and students. 

that are inherent in such a teach-

relative 
members. Furthermore, "'''m"r''" 

valuable resource of all 

Results of student evaluations and feedback from the partici
indicatc that investments in time and compromise 

arc well worth the effort. Indeed, once the process of interdiscipli
nary planning and teaching is the task is not as difficult 
as one might initially think. and the process gets easier and more 

with time and Therefore. the idea that the 
of might sit down at a table with the professor of 

English and some common themes that can aid students in 
connections across disciplines is not so unrealistic. • 



For some time. scholars as well as 
both the government and 

in a simulation enables the participant to become 
interactive process '·which emulates selected 

and p. 

stu
acquired from 

discussions. and videos in a simulated 

context(s), an ab
straction of what real-life decision-makers do. so that students can 

the substance of the processes and avail-
international decision-makers in selected issue-ar

eas. The students pose as Secretaries or Ministers of State and 
Defense (or to international and 
These simulated debates arc then both for 
purposes 
tend" 

imbue the students with a structured. "let's prc
inculcatc in them a 

about the international system as 
in it in the future and the 

of international citizenship. 
For the past six yc<LrS. my colleague in Speech, Professor John 

Hchcstrcct and I have utilized a variation of the simulation approach 
in our course. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNA
TIONAL RELATIONS. at Dalton College. With my background 
and advanced degrees in International and Comparative Politics. I 

historical and contemporary diplomatic briefings for the 
major events since World War II as we 11 as a systematic breakdown 
of the system into the international politics of regions. More spe-
cifically. within each the regional organizations arc 
covered Union in western Europe. the Arab 
in the Middle East. OAS m Latin American. ASEAN in Asia. 

and the OAU in I also 
cover the 
Warsaw Pact (now defunct), and SEATO. 
tionally covers the United Nations' General 
Council. 

section addi
and 

i:i 

on 
and of resolutions. 

selected list of some debate relevant to these intcrna-
ti on al current issues and controversies is 
as follows: 

I. Should NATO be Should nations he admit-
tcd'l 

2. Should the U.S. embargo of Cuba be ended 
3. Should the sanctions Iraq he modificd ... cndcd'l (Arab 

League) 
4. Should an African Bank he established 

We also try to to the students a sense of the significant 
in international politics since the late eighties and the col

of the Soviet Union and its' eastern bloc and the new prob-
lems attendant with the end of the Cold War and the of a 
"New World Order." 

We impress upon students that much of their grade in these 
segments of the course shall depend upon the extent to which they 
remain in character and the degree to which they ·'fill the shoes" of 
the various international representatives arc portraying in de
bate. Independent research. endeavors including the use of the 
Internet. arc all encouraged in order for them to learn the nuances 
as well as the substance of their nations's and policies. 
Position papers and written resolutions as well as actual perfor
mance in debate arc graded. There arc also two substantive exami
nations, one in class, and one take-home at the end of the quarter. 

texts arc The World Since 1945 by Mc Williams. a con
troversies hook on current international issues, and the annual edi
tions of the Great Decisions series. as published by the Foreign 

Association in New York. 
Often, at the conclusion of the ten-week course. selected out

standing students from the course arc invited to participate in a 
Southeast Regional Model United Nations or Model Arab 
simulation. During various competitions, Dalton College has rep
resented Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia. Bahrain, and Kuwait. 

For the future, technology (and funds) permitting. we would 
like to expand the course interactively into a type of system-wide 
simulation with other International Relations courses being taught 
simultaneously at other Georgia system colleges and universities. 
Something like this is now being done in the Maryland state system 
through the ICON program. 

With our Chancellor's evident enthusiasm for internationaliz
ing the curriculum. we feel that this is a significant early step. 

References: Robert Daugherty and James Pfoltzgraff. Contend
Theories of1ntenwtimwl Relations. New York: Harper and row. 

1981. • 
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Since it is likely that most readers of this 
article have limited m 
an online course, the purpose here is to of
fer a way to distinguish between the tradi
tional Carnegie based model and the com
puter-mediated learning environment. This 
brief overview should prove useful to those 
practitioners interested in online instruction. 

In the computer-mediated learning en
vironment "virtual classrooms" are the cen
terpiece. They operate efficiently, allowing 
the end user instructional access at anytime 
from anywhere in the world. Rather than 
occupy scats in a physical location for a spe
cific period (the Carnegie Model), students 
come and go as often as they wish. Once 
logged on they navigate to various areas cre
ated previously by the course instructor. At 
Shorter College we use Nctforum. This pri
vate newsgroup was arranged through 
Mindspring, our Internet provider. Home
work. assignments, professor probes and 
virtual time discussions arc all listed and 
hypertext sensitive. This means that students 
can respond to previously posted messages 
with new messages of their own. For atten
dance purposes a Netforum feature keeps 
track of the user name and date of entry. 

In the onlinc classroom students arc held 
responsible for self-learning. Unlike a tra-

ditional classroom in the online environ-
mcnt. the instructor 
in the facilitation of 

a more active role 
Students arc 

through 
introduction to Internet search engines. 

Whenever possible. students arc given 
the opportunity to choose areas of Internet 
study. The instructor provides pathways that 
guide rather than lead students. The reser
voir of Internet materials available to stu
dents offers a means and learn-

that often goes beyond the immediate 
resource of the instructor and the 
institution's library. It is the instructor's task 
to create realistic objectives and expected 
outcomes that can be realized by the student. 
Instructional home pages play a critical role 
in this respect. To be truly effective the page 
must include links to databases and web sites 
that expand textbook readings and onlinc 
activities. The course developer\ knowledge 
of Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML). 
instructional technology design and good 
research skills arc needed if a page is to re
flect these attri butcs. 

The online learning environment is one 
of rigor. Modules arc the most common 
forms of support documentation. They de
fine course objectives, outcomes and activi
ties. These comprehensive learning guides 
detail in very specific language what is ex
pected of a student. They also communi
cate the gained benefits of such activities. 
Additionally, modules include supplemen
tal materials which provide examples and 
details that cover each aspect of the course. 
The module for the Communication & Tech
nology (COM l 06) course I created and 
teach with is more than l 00 pages in length. 
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Documentation must be written the in
structor so that is achieved. Designed 
tasks that challenge students· critical think
ing skills arc as important in the onlinc class
room as they arc in the traditional setting. 

Facilitating virtual communication in the 
onlinc environment achieves favorable par
ticipation among all members of the class, 
not just a vocal few. All onlinc classes re
quire that students regularly visit a MOO or 
"Online Forum." Here they are asked to re
spond to placed by the pro

in virtual class
room environments gives students the op
portunity to respond to the professor and 
each other regarding a topic. This record 
exists in real and virtual time and is revis
ited by class members at any point in time. 
Secondarily, e-mail participation allows for 
the regular daily communication between 
pupil and professor. While effective inter
personal interaction is of some concern. fu
ture technology will allow for the viewing 
and oral communication among onlinc par
ticipants. 

Technological advancement along with 
significant growth nationally leads to the 
following three predictions: ( l) onlinc dis
tance education over the Internet will con
tinue to advance, (2) more schools will co
operatively participate in delivery and ex
change, (3) traditional resistance to distance 
education will continue to subside as the new 
paradigm continues to evolve. Finally, ad
ministrative questions regarding the costs of 
using internet provider services, global reg
istration and the transfer of credits all must 
be addressed as student populations move 
across geographical boundaries. • 



up information on the web and 
tion in our textbook Marie 

television has had on the American 
The 

happened: now a television is in every bedroom. and 
bcrs to watch their favorite Lv. shows. 
sion toward home computers. the students· next 
access the National Council of Educational 

ers. and monitoring 
what children arc to on the Internet After reading this 
page, students take notes on the information and bring the notes 
back to class. We discuss what have found and predict what 
effect home computers will have on American families. Their writ

is to discuss those effects in an essay. 
This a little 

more research. As the class explores inside 
and outside the classroom. we read John Cheever's Expelled, which 
illustrates learning experiences in and out of the school house. Then 
the students look up Mark Twain Resources 011 the World Wide Weh 
(http://web.syr.edu/-fjzwick/twainwww.html) and read Pudd'nhead 
Wilson's Calendar through the Scattered link. After read
ing the maxims, students arc to choose a few that are memorable or 
significant to them. Back in the classroom. we discuss the maxims 
students chose and determine how these maxims are relevant in 

The writing assignment is to discuss how a 
to the student or to the contemporary world. 

Life and Death. After 
Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good 
Discuss Thrower, the class discussion the effects death 
has on the loved ones left behind as well as the effects 

i 
This web site defines hospice care. J 

describes eligible and · 
family. One 
Care, which 

the narratives 
These narratives foster lots 

of discussion among students. so when 

and well written. 

many wonderful ideas. Their writing assign
havc been affected in some way by 

that this 

and. of course, ex
the essays are heart felt 

some selections in the text 
book about controversial issues such as policies in 
public and capital students access "Thomas 
Web." the web site maintained by Congress (http://thomas.loc.gov!). 
Students are to look at the "Hot Bills by page and select a 
topic that interests them. Once they've chosen a topic, they can 
read all current bills on that topic. Students must 

essay. 
web sites corresponding with themes in my courses 

was very easy. I used a web favorite web 
directory is "Yahoo" (http://www.yahoo.com), but I also like 

(http://www.mckinley.com) and "Lycos" (http:// 
When I use these search engines, I simply type 

in a few words related to my topic, and in a minute I have a list of 
relevant web sites. Then I surf through these web sites and find the 
one that works best for my unit. 

Another valuable web site for teachers incorporating comput
ers into their courses is the ''World Lecture Hall," maintained by 
the University of Texas (http://wwwhost.ce.utexas.edu/world/lec
ture). which provides links to online classes in various disciplines. 
Linking onto these sites not shows me what other faculty are 
doing with their students but also provides the professors' E-mail 
addresses so that I can contact them and get advice for my own 
classes. 

the Internet into my courses has been the most ex-
change I've made in my in years. The students en-

it. and they become computer literate in the process. And at the 
same time, I'm my students not to write well devel-

essays but also to find new ways of communicating 
with others. I've found that this is one easy way to make 

death has on a 
miliar with 

person. Since many of my students are unfa- computers relevant to the 
care, I have them access a hospice web site: 

classroom. • 
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Like most non-residential two-year colleges. East Col-
attracts a diverse student population with varied levels of aca

demic preparation. National studies of have 
found that the current college population is "more diverse than ever 

before. with differences apparent in several areas. 

academic preparation. age. maturity. social 
language, and psychological preparation for college" 
l In addition. community colleges are serving increasing num-

bers of underprcparcd students (Cohen. A. & Brawer. F. 1989). 
The East Georgia College serves a unique group of rural com

muting students. A large percentage of these students arc non-tra-· 
ditional. married. and have full or part-time jobs. In addition. about 

29'/r are developmental students. EGC faces the challenge of how 
and teach students who arc undcrprepared for traditional 

studies. 

The administration and faculty of East Georgia College have 
been ways to improve the academic performance and gradu

ation completion rates of its students. Since academic success is 
related to retention and degree completion, a Course Expe

rience Survey was designed to examine how student background 
characteristics, student study behavior. student use of instructional 

resources. student ability, and student motivation affected academic 
success in selected courses. Administrators and faculty are using 
the data from this survey to better understand the unique character

istics of East Georgia College students and how those characteris
tics affect academic success. Implications for administrative policy 

and teaching strategies <tre also being examined. 
Course Experience Surveys were sent to a saturated sample of 

473 students who took college algebra. English composition. his-
tory. and in the Fall of 1995 or the Winter of 1996. Indi-
vidual items were designed to be as closed-ended and 

In order to collect data on a wide range of 
behavior. and stu-

dent use of instructional resources. were 

used to factors related to student motivation. Student abil

data from student records 
average. The 

as the 

information age. marital sta-

and number of children was collected. Student 
information included number of classes taken. number of credit 

hours distance student must attend EGC, hours 
per week student works. father's level of 
of education. number of serious 

the quarter. and numhcr of serious encoun-

tered the quarter. Variables used to examine student study 
behavior included the of to lcc-

of assigned reading prior to tests, for 

request for from peers. 

peers. during lectures. absence. tardiness. 
turc from class. absence for tests. and number of hours of 
week conducted outside of class. used to measure stu-
dent use of instructional resources all the 
textbooks the coursc'7,'' ''Did you meet with the nn>tr>cww in his/ 

her office for the class'1." as well as 
requests for help from the professor 
help from peers. 

Variables used to assess student ability included SAT scores, 

GPA. difficulty of understanding the textbook. difficulty of under
standing lectures. and difficulty of understanding the 

used on tests. Information regarding SAT scores and GPA were 
collected from student files prior to questionnaire distribution. In

dividual questionnaires were numbered and student names were 

removed in order to preserve anonymity for the respondents. 

The data <tre in the process of being analyzed. Univariate analy
sis was conducted for all variables including frequency distribu
tions and measures of central tendency. Correlation and multiple 
regressions measures are being used to describe the relationship 

between the dependent and independent variables. 
This study enabled administrators and faculty to better under

stand the unique characteristics of East Georgia College students 
and how those characteristics affect academic success. The student 

participants were also directly bcnefitted by the study. Numerous 
students explained to researchers that the experience of completing 
the questionnaire and of hearing the findings discussed encouraged 

them to adopt positive study attitudes and study habits. Once the 
data analysis is complete. additional information about the findings 
may be obtained from Dr. John Black. Vice President for Academic 
Affairs. East 

From access success. Clearwater. FL: 

1989. The American col-



are among 
in a course. A student's to content can vary in 

how that student relates to the and the 
of this variance can be extreme. What works for one student 

work for another and it is unreasonable for any one 
will contribute 

But what if the student had more 

that two. or 
to any one classroom. it seems 

each student have a better chance of finding some character-
istic with which to relate. 

This type of teaching situation was recently attempted in the 
Masters of Education program at Kennesaw State University. Three 

two departments and a myriad of teaching 
were assigned to teach a gradu
Studcnts enrolled in the course 

and 
a great potential 

to find and connect the commonalities. For example. 
students in the class were middle and childhood edu
cation The combination of professors represented both of 
these fields. Other characteristics with which students in the course 

were areas of teaching, learning task struc-
ture. with and computer type preference. and research 
interests and preferences. 

The of attending a class with a trio of pro-
for students to interact with the wider 

and areas of expertise inherent in a team 
Engagement with three professors afforded the 

with some attribute of at least one 
relationship offered the for 

in the class to he better re-

I 
teachers encounter was lessened through this collaborative teach- I. 

effort. J 
hcncfits. The trio format increased communication between the 

a critical need area. of the new 

involved. 
the continues to benefit from this effort. In 

effect. the trio was the collaborative to 

the When professors tackle a new 

curve. they reinforce the concept of college instructors as 
and life-long learners. Additionally, the involvement of the trio has 
continued that course. the fact that one 
has since moved to another college. the trio continues to work to-

on a of Thus. the initial effort has lead to 
the level of inter-college collaboration. 

Students who prefer a more obvious structure showed 
of confusion when to "figure out" the order 
among the three professors. Just as children attempt to "Morn 
against Dad," a few students attempted to negotiate a better answer 
between professors. 

There were also challenges for the professors. Planning and 
teaching together requires a conscious effort to compromise in con
tent and methodology. This planning begins well before the first 

of the course and consumes an i nordi natc amount of ti me. When 
planning for the Portfolio class. the three ex-

on their areas of and radically different percep-
tions of the of various areas of content with the class. 

Plans were made; to the 
person with that area of and the class was off and nm-

thc advanced planning, individual enthusiasm re
sulted in some overlap during presentation of information or dur
ing activities. The results of the overlap were not 
atcd hy the students whose learning style did not match the envi
ronment evoked by team teaching. 

Similarly. the departments and college were challenged ques-
tions of time allotment. scheduling and faculty load. The power of 
team teaching may be overshadowed at the college level poli
cies designed for the one professor classroom. 

In summary. this was an excellent learning for all 
involved. For the students who could sec beyond the lecture mode 

class. this to he an to bcn-
of personality and presentation The 

a valuable 

involved agrees that when special ta!-
interests at hon1c or at the cnts arc utilized to their fullest extent. everyone benefits fron1 the 
and among col- combined of the individuals. And the word gets around. • 

laborating The traditional sense of isolation that many 
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an 

(Note: When 

which arc 

The World Wide Wch has created a 
hal information network and. consequently, 

is a powerful educational tool for courses 

which deal with glohal issues. Creative use 

of the World Wide Wch can develop critical 

and encourage the active encounter 

with material necessary for effective learn-

The most effective and practical way to 

use the Wch in the classroom is to create a 

Home which can he easily accom-

using HTML Assistant. a shareware 

program which allows even novices to cre

ate HTML files. the primary language of the 

WWW. An on-line HTML tutorial is avail

able at (http://www-pcd.stanford.edu/ 

mogens/intro/tutorial.html). Lecture notes. 

class outlines. reference materials. and da

tabases related to course content can be made 

available on a Home Page. such as the 

author's World Civilization Virtual Library 

at DeKalb College (http:// 

dckal b .de.peach net .edu/-d vess/ dvcss .ht m). 

This Home Page contains class manuals for 
selected courses. with hypertext links to a 

wide array of databases on the WWW. 

Search engines. such as a search 

connected to the 

Directory. and 

Internet 
(http:// 

can be used to huild a 

relevant array or datahases. 

a IS 

an easy and to 

at institutions with limited re

sources. Instructors can create an interac

tive reference tailored to their classes 

with electronic texts from all periods and 

subjects, such as the texts in The Tech Clas

sics Archive (http://thc-tech.rnit.edu/Clas-

Such resources allow instructors to 

direct student 

and outline. 

The Home can also function as a 
writing and reference tool. Sample essays 

can be included which illustrate the proper 
and improper ways of writing essays, and 

several on-line 

field trips through on-line art museums. such 

as The Australian National site 

(http://rubcns.anu.cdu.au/), or the Athenian 

Aero pol is (http:/ /www. mcchan .gsd .htua.gr/ 

wcbacropol/) can greatly enhance apprecia
tion for the cultures of the world. Students 

can explore the world's languages at the 

Yamada language guide (http:// 

babel. uorcgon.cdu/yamada/ guides.html#f). 

and connect the symbolism of to 

social and historic conditions. 

A visual encounter with digiti1cd manu

scripts, such as the Diamond Sutra (http:// 

portico. bl. u k/acccss/trcas u res/diamond
sutra.htrnl ). the world's earliest dated printed 

book. enhances a discussion of the techno

logical of ancient China. Stu

dents might compare 
of the medieval west. or 

short section of the 

better understand the nature of the 

art. The Web makes it for under

graduates lo do the sort of research once 

confined to graduate schools with the finest 
libraries and offers an opportunity for inter

action with sources which arc often obscure 

for students. The Web is also a cf-

fcctivc device for 

scs of material. 
critical 

electronic texts have 

attached. which can be used 

essays. The Univer

has a gopher site 

pher://cat.sas.upcnn.cdu:3333/ I I /Religious/ 
Bihlical/KJVBibleJ which contains the full 

text of the Torah and a search mechanism. 

A search !"or key phrases. such as '"an eye 

for an eye: a tooth for a tooth," 

ample material for a of Hebrew 

social justice and the Code of Hammuarabi. 

Exam essays can be which 

the student to critically analy1c ten or more 

citations from the Internet and to compare/ 

contrast their findings to previously studied 

course material. The search process requires 

students to actively participate in the gath

ering or information. which they must 

cally and mentally manipulate. Contact time 
is increased as the results of a search arc 

generated a passage at a time, which also 
presents the texts in a format which students 

can more easily absorb. 

Home Pages arc multifaceted resources 

whose benefits far outweigh any effort in

volved. The author's students often spend 

hours exploring links on the Home Page, and 

generally pursue at least two to three entries 
in addition to those required. The Web is a 
highly interactive environment in vvhich stU·· 

dents can better master sources and become 

further acquainted with materials they might 
not otherwise have encountered. • 



In the summer of 1994 I utilized a CETL Faculty Development 
Grant to attend a Chautauqua Short Course in Santa Fe, New Mexico 
entitled "Indians of the Southwestern United States.'' l spent a fas
cinating three days learning about the field of historical archaeol
ogy. I learned the methods used in "a (at a site reached by 
driving a rutted road fast enough to outrun the guard dogs at a de
serted oil camp), the recent laws affecting museum holdings of 
Native American sacred objects. and about the prehistoric and 
present day cultures of the Pueblo Indians. Fellow students came 
from states stretched from the East Coast to California. 

Following that seminar l drove I I 00 miles north to attend two 
ten seminars on "Women in the West" and "Representations of 
the West in Wild West Shows and Historical Museums" at the Buf-
falo Bill Historical Center in In addition to 
courses from professors who had actually written the texts, "ex
tras" included attending a modern Indian Pow Wow, visiting 
the ruins of the largest Japanese internment camp in the U.S., doing 
after hours research in the Buffalo Bill Letters Collection, and hik
ing to a I 0,000 foot high prehistoric Medicine Wheel in the 
Horn Mountains. 

my return to Kennesaw l shared my experiences during 
the next year through incorporating the historical content in a Spe
cial Topics course on the American West and conducting a slide 
presentation for the History honor society. I presented a paper at 
the Georgia Association of Historians' Annual Meeting, the annual 
History newsletter. and cornered any faculty member on campus. 
including Dr. Siegel. our college president, who seemed interested 
in knowing anything about anything I had learned. While realizing 
that I would never again teach Western History as I had before that 
summer. I did not realize until later that the beauty of a faculty 
development grant experience such as I had was that it never seems 
to stop one's in unexpected ways. 
How did l learn that lcsson'I 

The saga began in the summer of 1995. when I was asked to 
give a on Western Women to a group of school 

teachers enrolled in a :\!EH Summer Seminar 
the Cannon." The class centered on the 
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works of nineteenth century women writers. for my 
talk began with reviewing some of the reading done by the class. 
Suddenly a light went on in my brain. While reading literary criti
cism of a novel w1ittcn by Caroline Kirkland about her experiences 
in a Michigan frontier village in 1836, I was suddenly reading 
Turner's thesis, a thesis rejected by many of the best known writers 
of recent western history. I found myself fascinated by the thought 
of seeking support in the novels written by women in the Trans 
Mississippi west for the new approach to western history. If that 
West was truly so different from Turner's frontier, would that dif
ference be seen in those novels? That interest in tum led to accep
tance of a paper proposal on the topic, a presentation which will not 
occur until next September. Time travel had begun. 

As it developed, that summer of 1995 experience was just the 
beginning. In Fall quarter l was asked to give a presentation to the 
Cobb county social studies teachers on the current state of "the 
field." That was an opportunity to share the contrasting interpreta
tions of western history in general and the i mag cs of western women 
in particular with high school history teachers using texts which 
often omitted African American cowboys, single women homestead
ers, and successful San Francisco Chinese businessmen. I even 
was able to suggest that the history teachers consider working with 
English teachers to contrast literary depictations and historical in
terpretations. 

But the saga did not end there. Winter quarter l taught Current 
Trends and Issues in Social Studies to a class of practicing teachers 
pursuing master's degrees in Middle School Education with a con
centration in Social Studies. During the portion or the class de
voted to utilizing community resources we visited the Atlanta His
tory Center. While touring the exhibit on African Americans in the 
Cotton States Exhibition of 1905, I found myself first remember
ing and then explaining to my students Gramsky's theory of hege
monic control through the use of spectacular public events. Where 
had this approach to Southern history originated') It came from the 
professor's lecture in the "Representations of the \Vest" on World 
Fairs and Exhibitions. I figuratively had returned to Cody. Wyo
ming. 

During this quarter l experienced time travel once again. In 
April I addressed several groups of high school students at North 
Cobb High about the of college teaching during Career 
Day. l explained the rc4uircd training and duties of the college 
professor, but also mentioned my summer course work. One stu

mz 
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to accommodate ·'clients." Remem
her that hranch hank '1 Reflect on the grow-

numher of sites at \vhich 
classes arc now offered. Consider the 
and compare those to the numher 
of courses via video cassette. cahle 
television. the Web. 

the 

th er 

most institutions 
do now. that students have ahun-

can he used in a flexihle man
ner to to classes and services of

fered. we will need to that time is 
for students and that 

education should he available at various 
times and remote places. 

look back on the from 
Second World War to the lat

ter part of the 990s as the age of 
doctors.·· A ftcr WWII. doctors· slat us rose. 
their incomes greatly and they 
became "miracle workers" of contemporary 

1990s. questions of incrcas
urgcncy were being asked of health care 

and the medical profession in par
with respect to what was 

increases in the 

held tre
mendous status and more or less dictated the 
financial terms or most aspects of health care 
arc now of HMOs and sec that 
the costs tu he paid for services arc no longer 
accepted. hut arc determined by third par
ties, primarily insurance companies. 

What the medical profession faces now 
is a rather daunting task: nothing less than 
the creation of a healthier class of patient to 
avoid the costs of dealing with the 
effects of from smoking to had 
diet to stress. The health care system must 
also intervene earlier in the lives of individu
als and he active partners \Vith other public 
service 

There is 

used to he 

of families 
who were themselves educated: hence. stu
dents were better for than 

the 

pared for collegiate we in post sec
ondary education arc admonished to get in
volved with the schools and thereby prevent 
the problem from arriving on our doorsteps. 

But the cost of higher education docs 
persist as a major public issue. as 
the cost index from college exceeds that of 
the consumer index. The response to 
date has been to add costs ul' new ways of 
teaching and learning, 
in format ion 
"Efficiency" and 

of their 
has to turn to per-

everyone recall the opcn-
of thc first video store in their 

hoods. Most of us will also witness the clns~ 
of the last video store. In less than 

generation. an entire i 
prospered and Con-

sider also that VCRs succeeded in pcrmcat-
Amcrican households the fact 

that their use was anything but "user 
friendly." were and arc to 

endure enormous frustration to have the con
venience and control of programs 
on demand. One observer noted that home 
computers arc destined for success since 
those devices arc far easier to use than VCRs. 

If I am correct in my forecast for video 
stores, are there lessons to he learned for 
those of us in education? 

A fairly numhcrofthc 4.000 
post institutions that now oper
ate came into existence within the last 30-
40 years. I anticipate that fewer than hal 
will exist by the year 2015. Moreover. 
various off-campus centers that now 
students in order to solve the 
geography will also go the way of the smal 
video stores. When so much information in 
so many forms is available to so many 
at so many places on terms and at times that 
each person an determine, will we stilt need 
tu congregate for learning to take place or 
\viii it suffice that participants to a 
experience interact either 
son al I y or and 

and staff arc If my from hankers. doctors 
for attend- and video store 

teachers in kv-; can tcii you the actual cost L'Vancc. I am 
have any rcl

of you. - ArL' 

higher education. Colleges and universities of a course or of a year of study. Moreover. 
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First. we will not, we cannot avoid !he 
forces or that have so altered other 

spe-

hut so do doctors and hankers. and they arc 
experiencing wrenching changes to every

thing they do. Will change he as profound 
for us? I think so. Consider that our current 

system emphasizes very much the role of 
the teacher in the instructional process. 

If we shift emphasis to the needs and 
the constraints of the learner, imagine the 

changes that could occur. By acknowledg
ing that different persons learn in different 

ways and at different paces. we would cre
ate learning experiences that accommodate 

those differences and seek to expand the di
versity of ways hy which learners interact. 

hut not necessarily congregate. 
I have used the term "hundling" several 

times. Ir we accept the needs of students. 
especially their need to renew education and 
training on a more or less continuous hasis 
throughout their lives. then we should con
sider '"unbundling" what we now think or 
as courses and curricula and disaggregating 
them into smaller. more finite bodies of 
knowledge and competencies which stu
dents could select to acquire instead of an 
entire course or curriculum. 

T'l1e nf education alsn in1~ 

of what I ogy may be the way of effcc-

cannot overcome in a few quarters 
or semesters the deficiencies of 

on a sustained basis with our 

P- l 2 schools to ensure that students arrive 
for to learn at levels. 

that those of us in public 
to pre-

puses. you will welcome 

from that world. listen carefully to 
need of citizens and cm-

communities. You will engage these people 

as more or less permanent sounding hoards 
for the effectiveness of our lcarn-

proccsscs. 
Whether we like it or not, the period in 

American history when public education 

was deemed most effective and therefore 
investment was when our schools and 

"fit" with the needs of the indus
trial economy. That economy has gone and 
we did not change quickly enough and so 
arc seen as not being effective. But if we 
invite persons from the worlds outside our 
campuses to become part of us. and we in 
turn encourage faculty to he part of those 
"outside" worlds, we can more surely ad
dress needs and. I believe. retain our vital 

role. 
There is and will he a place in colleges 

and universities for lectures and conven

tional seminars and technology may he only 
a supplement or support or even he absent. 

Some students do learn best in those envi
ronments and they too can and should he 
acc(immodated. 

The experiences of our col lcgcs and 
universities for lectures and conventional 
seminars and technology may he only a 
supplement or support or even he absent. 
Some students do learn best in those envi
ronments and they too can and should he 
aCCCll11lllOlla!Cd. 

But the experiences of our colleagues 
in other suggest to me that we 
should hcgin nmv to move technology to 
more of a central role in the learning pro

rcason for us-

with the dramatic increases in the 
numbers of learners who show up at 
our doors, real and virtual. 

enroll in 
post secondary 
education. Not 
much progress, 

it seems.'' 

Those of you who have hccn part or 
Georgia post secondary education for a de
cade or more arc very much aware of the 

inforn1ati<1n as a central clc- current frenzy of Veterans relate to 

plies that we would "unhundle" our pricing. m._'nt in future learning is that that tcchnol- me that everything seems to he in flux. with 
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heard, ror 

Consider also that 
and universities 

honor or the tuition in the 
southeastern United States and still our col

t here relate how 

ate many of them view their current state 
affairs. How will we the cur· 
rent strong economy weakens or when the 
remarkable support state lead
ers to education ebbs? 

have invested millions in 
interactive video and to 
its capabilities and the passage of the Tele
communications Act of 1996 

make far more advanced video and 
teleconferencing within a few months. 
Atlanta's and, to a lesser extent 
telecommunication system is. as the public 
relations pronounces. one of the best to he 
found and may afford us for 
its use that surpasses most other parts of the 
country. 

But we arc to make some fac
comfortablc \vith computers: how will 

they respond to providing learning opportu
nities to remote sites via teleconferencing·) 

Moreover. catching up to other states and 
their institutions' practices may take us 
down paths that arc not only well-trod but 
which also lead to places I am not sure I 
wish to he. I applaud. for example. the rais
ing of admission standards and we elected 
to do so in advance tlr any mandate. 

The we here in face is. 
at once. rormidablc and 

state a quarter century ago after 
uf the ..+8 per cent uf all school 
ates in the late 1960s who went onto col·· 

1nmc rh:m h:!lf 

high ,chool seniors enroll in post 

for one, continue to hear 
about the competence of American\ college 

wherever come from. 
among the hest when the best is deemed 

is not good enough. And catching 
up to the rest when the rest remains ill-pre-

for the world in which will live 
and \Vllrk is difficult hut surely not what we 
should aspire to accomplish. 

No. our challenge is far more furmi· 
dahlc. We should aspire to do nothing less 
than to transform teaching. learning. and the 
ways we administer Georgia colleges and 
universities. If we want to maintain the pace 
of economic here and improve the 

of life for more we should 
ourselves vvhat \Viii be rc

and 
t•fficicnt ly S-10 years from 

Their must be our 

pen. 

No clearer indicator of this state's 
mitmcnt to education and its improvement 
is available than the H.O.P.E. program. No 
state in the nation other than pro-

education for all four 

No other state funds for 

the costs of fees, and books for 
student who earns a B average. No other 
state is of an addi
tional l 0 percent of 
in education. 

Just as as money is the cncour-
agemcnt of innovation. The urgency with 
which some leaders and decision makers in 

education 
them to consider alternative ways 

Now, this is and 
he license 

administration. 
Given a chance to hccomc charter schools 
and he free of all state rules and 
regulations. 
thus far in Georgia and most observers con
sider the legislation that authorized charters 
to he more restrictive than those passed in 
other states. 

Still, the time is ripe for some 
and universities to break free ()fold habits 
and practices and to try and create new wa) 
of teaching, yes. but more importantly, new 
ways for students to learn. sense is that 
faculty arc out there in our and uni-
vcrsitics ready to experiment and to create. 
I believe that the leadership of this state wi 11 
sanction and support cxpcrimL'ntation and 
innovation. Students seem to me cager to 

alternative \vays of All 
of the clcnwnh :ire in now is the time 

thereafter for the rest llf their lives. to to 

I 
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for about 
a month. Sister 
6th teacher here at St. John's 
School, in Pensacola. Florida. She 
told us that the Russians had 
a satellite, called into orbit. 

arc better than 
on the news: my friends talk about 
it, and hear adults talk about it Sis-

tcr Doris that have 
learn our math science lessons 
well so that can beat the Russians 
in the Race. I don't under-
stand how a 6th can beat the 
Russians, but I better do as Sister 

Doris says, or she'll me 

for sure! 

illustrated above, 
with content is a purpose for 

in the classroom. Research 
support this theory as Allen and Farnsworth 
(I showed that critical examination of 

text on family diversity enabled students to 
become more knowledgeable of the subject 
In the same light, to Reinertscn 
and Wells(! 
ogy courses 
tated students' 

Examples of entries of student's 
show that journal links con-

crete and abstracts ideas, which involves 
critical thinking. Critical thinking includes 
recalling, analyzing. and evaluating ideas 
(Garside. 1994 ). Teacher educators have 
used journal writing to encourage students 
to critically examine their teaching styles and 
methods (Pultarak. 1993). Critically exam
ining one's teaching methods is part of re
flective teaching. Reflective teaching is de
fined in the International Encyclopedia o{ 
Teaching and Teacher Education (I as 
a construct that the need for un
derstanding and resolution of contradictions 

in order for teachers to 
It further states that a teacher is Allen, K. R .. & Farnsworth. E. B. 

Journal is viewed as one 
promote reflection as students 

to 

use the 
records to search for 

In Linda J\kanbi 's 

revealed in the course. 
excerpts which illustrate this: 

The subjects which were 

de hates 

the pros and cons 
to form solid 
sides. 
such issues so that 
teacher. 

What I felt was most lacking in my 
knowledge/education was a theoretical hasc 
to understand how children read and write 
and how learn to read and write. Our 
work with schema and its relation to 

and with the intcractional model of 

arc tied m a sys-
tem, these ideas seem central to that kind of 

I trust that the 
of such a system will help me both instruct 
and assess my students in ways that arc dif
ficult to measure or describe. 

Two ways of using journals to enhance 
teaching and learning were presented in this 
article. However. there arc many other ways 
to use journals in teaching. A teacher is only 
limited by his or her own creativity. Journal 
writing connects 
flcction. • 
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mathematics m 
mathematics soft

and 
steps 

hu-

Don't 

been de-

totes, 
tions so that students arc able to review. compare and visualize 

to mathematics. 

The feature of this 

materials for math
lcvcL These mate-

is the visualiza-
tion of some abstract concepts. The presenter can use the package to 

demonstrate how it can animate mathematics and make teaching intui
tive and efficient. The audience will sec how computer technology 
affects our classroom teaching. 

If our students learn Matlab here at our campus then can use its 
toolboxes in their future all science and engineering 
fields. finance and others.) This will students to succeed in the job 
market driven and to pursue their dc

me 

schools of the future. 
who is interested in my software 

details. • 
should contact 
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dent exclaimed. "You mean you still have 
to take courscs'l" "'Have to" was answered 

to" and about "Who 

But the saga 
as I listened to a 

interest in western and non-western areas of 
alike. 

So where did I go Devel-
opment grant funded 

.. I/~"''-~ me') From 
I have gone to the KSC classroom. to a NEB 
Summer Institute, to a Fac

the Atlanta His
school 

classroom. and via 470, to the 1936 
Who has gone with me'' KSC 

students in and out of the classroom. Cobh 
teachers. Cobb students. 

And perhaps most of all. my mind 
and its growth. Thank you CETL for my 
1994 "summer vacation." I never stop 
traveling on the learning you pro-
vided me. (P.S .. next stop Topeka. Kansas-
unless I'm surprised 

I 
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